
The Fall of Ayatollahs Constitution 

At September 19, 2022 killing Mahsa Amini in custody of Morality Police for not 

having a perfect Hijab, triggered movement of “Woman Life Freedom” in Iran, 

which French President called it Revolution. 

This was much stronger than the movement started by manifestation of 14 people 

in June 2019 for change of the constitution. 

Although this movement is a protest to the Article 8 of the Constitution, 

demonstrators don’t mention “Constitution”, since change of the constitution is 

the red line in the Ayatollahs Regime. 

Never before in the world history, Youth and Women started and made a 

Revolution. 

Not only the name of Mahsa Amini, but hundreds of other youths and women 

became household names in Iran for their bravery and those who were prisoned 

and killed. 

To understand the magnitude of this movement, one should follow the news as 

the Government of Iran in March 2023 informed the public that they will release 

twenty-two thousand who have been arrested in the last six months. 

Another criminal act by the Leader, when he in a speech in early March 2023 said: 

“those girls in the schools who have removed their Hijab, must be punished, but 

not severely”. 

A week after the speech by the Leader, more than hundred girl’s schools all over 

Iran, reported that their young students have been poisoned by a mysterious gas 

and hospitals were overwhelmed by these girls who could not breath. 

The Government has put up another show by saying some arrests have been 

made, but everybody knows these poisonous gasses are the same as the one 

Putin used in the Chechen War many years ago and now these chemical weapons 

are imported from Russia. 

Poisoning young girls in schools is a Crime Against Humanity and it is added to the 

list of crimes committed by the Ayatollahs Regime against Iranian People in the 

past decades. 



A speech was another indirect order by the Leader according to the Article 5 of 

the constitution, which has become customary since the Grean Movement, in 

2009. It is called “Bring Fire” (Atash Bee Yar). 

The mad-dogs of the Regime who are not members of Police or Secret Service, are 

called “Plain Cloth” (Lebas Shakhsi) or members of the Mosque or even Rouge 

Intelligent Members, they listen to the coded messages from the Leader for “Bring 

Fire”.  These people commit murder inside and outside Iran and the Regime 

always claims they have no knowledge of these people. 

After committing crimes, Government start looking for those who have committed 

crimes for months and finally make few false arrests to satisfy people’s curiosity. 

The Government usually accuses foreign and domestic enemies of the Regime. 

The “Woman Life Freedom” Revolution has attracted World Leaders attention and 

all Parliaments and Governments of the Western Countries, they all have been 

talking and praising the Youth and Women of Iran. 

Outside Iran a minority opposition of Iranian, whom are extremely rich and well 

equipped and supported by all Western Media, have giving power of attorney 

(Vekalat) to Reza Pahlavi as their representative, started their own parallel 

movement to divert the attention from “Woman Life Freedom” Revolution of Iran. 

They also appointed Reza Pahlavi’s daughter as Crown Princess of the Pahlavi 

Dynasty. 

Furthermore, the famous killer of the Late Shah’s Security Services SAVAK, Parvis 

Sabeti, who left Iran before 1979 Revolution, by an alias name “AliKhani” and with 

25 million Dollars of transferred money, emerged after 44 years hiding as another 

partner of Reza Pahlavi. 

SAVAK well-known for all the crimes committed, which was the primary cause of 

1979 Revolution in Iran and people’s dissatisfaction from the Pahlavi Regime, now 

after 44 years appears next to Reza Pahlavi to represent Iranian Diaspora!?   

SAVAK was stablished by CIA as a security organization in Iran to stop the spread 

of Communism after the 1953 Coup d’etat in Iran. 



SAVAK became a corrupt and money grabbing organization in the Sixties and 

Seventies and its Communist monitoring department was so weak and naive that 

they could not even predict the communist influence in Afghanistan, with CIA 

disappointment, Communists took over in Afghanistan and Mohamad Zaher Shah 

was deported to Italy at July 1973. 

As SAVAK became an organization with one mission to look for Iranians who had ill 

feelings about Mohamad Reza Shah and members of the Royal Court and 

associates, it became a Mafia organization to protect the Monarchy and money-

making machine for its inner circle. 

At the beginning of 2023, it was a shameful act by Reza Pahlavi to allow his 

association with his father’s SAVAK to come to the surface. 

But Reza Pahlavi whose actions after the Grean Movement of 2009 has been to 

divert the attention of the Iranian Fugitives of 1979 and surf on the waves coming 

from inside Iran. 

This time he started a campaign of “power of attorney” (Vekalat) from people of 

Iran to represent them. His followers overshadowing the protests in Iran by 

advertising petitions to give him this power of attorney. 

Finally, he found seven famous Iranians, whom each one of them in their 

professions, have gained some names for themselves and took them as “Group of 

Eight” to the annual meeting of the Munich Security Conference. 

One of the highlights of this publicity-stunt, was what Dr. Hanna Neumann, the 

German Representative, told Reza Pahlavi and his seven companions, while 

Senator Menendez was sitting with the group and listening. 

Dr. Hanna Neumann told Reza Pahlavi, everybody should understand their 

responsibility. Here our responsibility is to act according to what the United 

Nations have decided. Who are you? You do not represent Iranian People! Iranian 

representatives are those who live inside Iran. After a long lecture, she said: “We 

hope next year those who have been in prison in Iran are freed and will be here”. 

Iranians living abroad, they all know Reza Pahlavi and his family have no intention 

of going back to Iran as he and his wife in an interview two years ago with the 

Voice of America said so. Then, why is he acting so foolishly to divert any 



movement in Iran and why the American Administration doesn’t tell him not to 

act so foolishly like what Dr. Hanna Neumann told him. 

However, Reza Pahlavi has his own reasons; He thinks he is Reza Shah II (king of 

Iran) according to the Mashrooteh Constitution, which was abolished after 1979 

Revolution. He also has a handsome income by acting as king of Iran. 

Furthermore, after the Iran-Iraq war, Rafsanjani regarded Reza Pahlavi and the 

Mujaheddin (MKO) as the best harmless opposition for the Ayatollahs Regime 

outside Iran. 

Although CIA and Israel are well informed about everything in Iran, they give some 

second-hand information’s to MKO to pass to the CIA so that they stay in business. 

But, relations with Reza Pahlavi are very open and the families’ frequent visits in 

Paris and Washington are public knowledge.     

For the US and Western countries, they look at Iran from different perspectives. 

After many years writing books and sending messages either from inside Iran or 

outside Iran, the Iranians ask a simple question: Have American Administrations 

read the Islamic Republic of Iran Constitution and have they not noticed seven 

sentences indicating animosity with the US and spreading terrorism and fighting 

with the US interests anywhere in the World? 

Off course they have read and understand the content of the Islamic Republic of 

Iran Constitution. 

But status quo is good for business and secondly, time is not right for Ayatollahs to 

fall. 

It is believed until there is complete recognition of Israel by Saudi Arabia, 

expiration date for the Ayatollahs Regime will not expire. 

It is certain, after a complete recognition and normal relations between Arabs and 

Israel, United States will impose Smart Sanctions on the Oligarchies of Iran who 

have stollen Billions of Dollars from Iran and deposited it in the Western banks. 

At that time Ayatollahs will be forced to negotiate changing the constitution with 

the political activists inside Iran, NOT with any Iranian who is outside of Iran. 



Until the time that Saudi Arabia recognizes Israel, the business advantages of 

Ayatollahs Regime is more important than political advantages. 

A professor of Eastern Sociology posted a short article on the Internet, which 

explains the reasons mentioned here: 

Will the global rise of Iranians lead to the downfall of the Islamic Republic??? 

The position of Europe and America and the silence of Israel is a sign of their 

unwillingness to change the government in Iran. 

If one day the regime of the Islamic Republic is to change, the successor 

government of the Islamic Republic will not be a religious regime. Because the 

people are so disillusioned with religion that they will not return to religious rule 

for many hundreds of years. 

   Certainly, the next government will have a nationalist tendency, and the national 

interests of all people will be the focus of its policies. 

The West is very worried and unhappy about the formation of a government 

based on the preservation of national interests in Iran, and does not want a 

government in which all talents can grow regardless of religion. 

If such a government comes, what will happen is that national interests will not be 

wasted in ideological and religious conflicts, and the flood of migration of brilliant 

scientific talents and investments in Western countries will be reversed. 

Enemy and rival countries do not like to face a powerful Iran, so they prefer to 

treat the current wicked, stupid regime in Iran as a crooked and sick institution so 

that it can continue to exist and they can benefit from it. 

In this case, America will continue to enjoy its interests in the Middle East under 

the pretext of Iran's ideological regime, as in the past 44 years, and Israel, despite 

the occupation of Palestine, has entered into friendship agreements with Arab 

and Muslim countries under the pretext of the danger of the Islamic Republic. 

Arab countries mainly consider the regime of the Islamic Republic to be more 

hostile than Israel. 

A weak Iran, which by itself with incompetent and illiterate officials, is rapidly 

destroying its own infrastructure, and it is better for all of them. 



 A weak Iran that can be easily vulnerable to an embargo, and the radical forces, 

which can bomb or eliminate it, will be much better for Israel than a strong Iran 

based on national talents regardless of religion and ethnicity. 

Regardless of ideological discrimination and oppression of ethnic and religious 

minorities, the people of Iran have a strong potential to rise as an economic and 

industrial power in the region, but also one of the world powers. 

 Competing countries such as Saudi Arabia and Turkey know this well and prefer 

that Iran, in the same situation, flounder in its own 14-century-old pile of 

ideological beliefs. 

It is believed that for these reasons America and Israel do not want to change the 

regime in Iran, but this remains like a fire under the ashes and will eventually take 

over the Islamic Republic because the majority of the Iranian society does not 

have the least hope and belief in correcting the performance of this regime. 

When the fire burns under the ashes, the only way to save Iran is to have a 

Constitution of Parliamentary Government 

Although the main discourse inside Iran is to “Change the Constitution” and all 

protests are always related to the Constitution, outside of Iran the main opponent 

of changing the constitution is Reza Pahlavi who call himself “Reza Shah 2nd” and 

for this reason Reza Pahlavi is supported by all Western Media 

Nevertheless, Change of Constitution is the only solution for Iran. 

This change also is a long process until the Iranian Administration adopt a 

behavior without any religious ideology. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Summary and purpose of the book 

In the year 1979, a Revolution happened in Iran to remove a corrupt dictator, the 

Shah, a close friend of all American Administrations, who was installed by 1953 

Coup d’etat and replacing him with an unknown Ayatollah who had a mindset of 

14-Centauries ago. 

When the Devil gets out of bottle, it is hard to predict what creatures will come 

after it. 

Before 1979 the word “terrorism” reminded us of Carlos, a terrorist, when he 

hijacked the plane of OPEC Ministers and the killing of Israelis at the Munich 

Olympics. 

But after 1979 international terrorism routinely happened in the World and 

among them the most famous ones are Ben-Laden, Al-Shabab, Buku-Haram and 

ISIS. 

Time Travel into the Future starts in the middle of the book “Imagine! The Fall of 

Ayatollahs Constitution” after it has covered the ancient history of the Middle East 

for understanding who are the four Dominant Nations of the Regine; Arabs, Turks, 

Iranian, and Israeli. 

The boundaries between new countries drawn by the British after the First World 

War. 

The State of Israel reborn by suffering the Jewish Holocaust of the Second World 

War, but after two Genocides of Iranian and Armenian at after First World War 

On the other side of the Middle East, Creation of a new Islamic State called 

“Pakistan”, (meaning clean State) by dividing India (Hindustan meaning Hindu 

State) coincided by creation of State of Israel. 

Root of any event, conflict and problem in the Middle East has always been 

religion. 

It is a prerequisite of the political science study of the Middle East to understand 

the difference between three major brunches of Islam; Wahabi, Suni and Shia. 

Before the 1979 Revolution, Ayatollah Khomeini deceived Iranians and all Western 

Leaders by telling them how democratic the country of Iran will be under his rule. 



He also promised all agreements and international relations will stay as they are. 

But after the Referendum of April 1979, he changed! 

Later he admitted; It was his religious duty to bring the Sharia Laws of Islamic Shia 

to Iran and establish a Shia Law Constitution. 

He arranged an Islamic Assembly and wrote a so-called Islamic Constitution 

according to the “Hadis” (Stories made after the death of Prophet Mohammad by 

clergies), which were contrary to the teachings of the Quran. 

Protests to the constitution started during discussions about the constitution in 

the summer 1979 in the Ayatollahs Assembly. 

But Khalkhali massacre in Kurdistan and death of Ayatollah Taleghani, it cleared 

the way for Sharia Law by giving an absolute governing power to the Supreme 

Leader Ayatollah Khomeini and his successor by Article 5 of the Constitution. 

Life of Iranian people in Iran after implementation of Ayatollahs Regime 

Constitution could be summarized in three things:  

1-Poverty 2-Misery 3-Crisis 

But these three things are the reasons for the Ayatollahs Regime to hold on to 

power in the last forty-four years: 

1- The middleclass who are educated and opponents of the Regime are gone 

and Iran has become a majority of the poor and a very small minority pro-regime 

super rich. 

2- The Government controls distribution of illegal drugs, cigarettes and 

alcohol. As addiction spread with unemployment, no entertainment and everyday 

bad news, life has become miserable. 

3- If there is no enemy, the Ayatollahs create an enemy, and hostility and crisis 

to keep themselves in power. The American Embassy Hostage taking, Iran-Iraq 

War, Death to Israel, and hostility with neighboring countries, interfering in the 

affair of the other countries are all written plainly and do not need interpreting 

Articles of the Constitution. Therefore, every Iranian’s daily worries are about 

crisis the country is facing and Western countries are always complaining about 

crises the Islamic State of Iran is making all over the World. 



The book is all about Change of Constitution in Iran 

Only Change of Constitution will guarantee a normal behavior of the government 

of Iran. NOT American Sanctions in their present form! 

Only Smart Sanctions on the Iranian Regime looters who have deposited Billions 

of Dollars in the Western Banks will pressure Ayatollahs to change their behavior. 

Change of Constitution in Iran after 44 years of struggle has reached its halfway 

point. 

This process started from summer of 1979 and slowly became a narrative among 

scholars, university students and a majority of society. 

The society exploded when Ayatollah Khamenei declared Ahmadinejad as 

President, and “Green Movement” started June 2009 

The movement reached to its peak by “Manifestation of 14 people” for Change of 

Constitution at June 2019, which was crushed with killing five thousand protesters 

by September 2019. 

The civil unrest and protests against the government of Iran associated with the 

death in morality police custody of Mahsa Amini began on 16 September 2022 

This unrest is going on all over Iran with the new name of the movement, 

“Woman Life Freedom” 

 The “Woman Life Freedom” movement has its roots in Article 5 and 8 of the 

Constitution. 

In the last week of February 2023, the Ayatollahs Regime has committed a Crime 

Against Humanity by poisoning girls’ students who removed their Hijab in their 

classrooms. 

The order of poisoning came directly from the Leader, in a speech he indicated 

young girls in schools, who do not obey Hijab Law must be punished, but not 

severely hurt, by Muslim people and mosque goers. 

The movement “Woman Life Freedom” which started in September 2022 may be 

diverted or slowed by wicked Ayatollahs tricks, but could not be crushed this time, 

since it belongs to women and the young Internet generation of Iran. 



The movement will continue! 


